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ABSTRACT: Openings in fiction have received increasing attention lately 
from critics concerned both with narrative theory and the explication of 
specific texts. In his story, "A Poet's Continuing Silence," A. B. Yehoshua 
provides a series of opening signals that command special interest, since 
the text focuses directly on beginnings and attempted new beginnings in 
the lives of the protagonists. The various beginning strategies here high
light the psychological impasse of one character in contrast with the growth 
of another. These strategies also help put into relief some basic features 
of Yehoshua's development as a writer, and they indicate the relation of 
his work to trends in the recent fiction of other Israeli authors. 

A. B. Yehoshua's story, "A Poet's Continuing Silence" (n:::i7iil ilp,nw 
"1"11ll.ll:l 71l.1 n:::iwmi), opens on a note of contradiction, a deliberate insistence 
on repetition and return that precludes a sense of real beginning: 

. . . . :i iw7 .,n, x :nil.I ll.ll:lx 

(He was late again last night, ... ) 1 

Dramatizing its own meaning of return through its conspicuous double 
appearance in this first brief phrase, the root :SU!z_ alerts us immediately 
to two kinds of return in the text. In the first instance it means simply 
'again' and indicates the repetitiousness of habit or routine that is to 
become so central a focus of this work. In the second instance, as the 
following pages confirm, su!z_ signifies not just coming back but coming 

I. "Continuing Silence" forms part of the collection Mui hayy;i'arot ( 1962). Page num
bers for citations in this essay refer to Barze I (1972); this first citation comes from page I 05. 
The English translations are by Miriam Arad, in Yehoshua ( J 970a); here, page 9. 
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home. As such, it introduces a first proleptic signal of fundamental issues 
which confound and preoccupy the protagonists: dependence and inde
pendence, returning home and breaking away from it. Well before we know 
who narrates the events, to whom the narrator refers, or where and when 
the narrated actions and the narration itself take place, we are aware of 
cyclicality and of resuming oft-repeated patterns. Indeed, not only the re
iteration of su/J_ creates this impression; so does the very absence of al
ternative exposition. Though this is the beginning of the story, there is no 
comment here on the origin of events recounted. The narrator does not 
set out by discussing the time, place and circumstances that gave rise to 
the actions. On the contrary, he opens by taking the reader into his con
fidence; it is as if he assumes a previous familiarity with the situation, 
allowing him simply to resume his thoughts where they last left off and 
to reconsider, in obsessive fashion, an all-too-recurrent dilemma. 

This beginning that is not a beginning but, on many levels, a repetition 
and an ongoing action, prepares us for a number of central developments 
in the text. Critical attention has increasingly addressed itself to just this 
anticipatory function of fictional beginnings; beginnings have been de
picted as initiatory verbal acts that do not necessarily reenact a natural 
order, acknowledge a temporal imperative in narrative organization, or 
invoke an authoritative moment of origin. 2 Openings nonetheless maintain 
a privileged status in any narrative as an element of composition. Serving 
primarily as a microcosm of the tensions inherent to the entire work, the 
opening sets the stage for the textual events that follow and harbors 
peculiar potential for defining the field of possibilities within which the 
narrator will operate. Thus, Yehoshua's deceptively simple first words may 
laconically report a completely ordinary action and yet contain a wealth 
of information about the directions the subsequent narrative will take. 
Most essentially they introduce the motif of return which eventually takes 
on many varied manifestations in the text, and which appears here as an 
intimation of wearyingly unchanging modes of behavior. 

The account of an aging poet, his retarded son, and the shifting tensions 
of their relationship, "Continuing Silence" dwells at length on the mo
notony of the protagonists' barren lives. The narrator soon reveals himself 

2. For example, Kermode ( 1967) posits that a loss of faith in the coherence of beginnings 
and endings signified a radical change of structure for the modern novel. Kermode's more 
recent work (1974) discusses the polysemantic nature of deceptive beginnings, and Said 
(1975) explores the topic of beginnings extensively in a philosophical and theoretical frame
work. Watt (1960) presents a brilliant explication of the opening paragraph in James' novel, 
The Ambassadors, and this piece remains a classic example of the possibility the study of 
openings holds with respect to close analysis of specific texts. Brombert (1980) provides a 
useful overview of critical approaches to opening signals, and his article includes excellent 
bibliographical information. 
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to be this poet who, failing to maintain his creative energies, has ceased 
not only to write but to desire life itself. His silence constitutes a virtual 
psychological paralysis, as the narrative underscores for us by playing on 
the two meanings of the verb listoq, 'to be silent' and 'to be paralyzed:' 

(114 • .ll) .il:.rnr.:i7 nr.:i ,pmwr.:i:::i 7mr.:i 'JX ilJil 
( . . . I feel myself lying there as though paralyzed, half dead. p. 21 )3 

The son suffers a comparable disabling incapacity to function and to 
express himself: he cannot read or write-can barely sustain a conversa
tion. The father's lack of productivity, which expresses itself from day to 
day as silence and inaction, transmits itself into the son in very concrete 
and exaggerated fashion as a physical malfunction. Since he embodies 
and materializes the old man's spiritual predicament, the son serves as the 
shadow of his father, paralleling his shortcomings and calling attention to 
them. 4 In this way the emptiness of routine reaches disturbing dimensions 
in both characters and proves to be intimately linked with another, more 
profound kind of meaningless cyclicality: the return of the father's negative 
characteristics in the next generation and the confrontation with his own 
failures. 

This is most fundamentally a dynamic and not a static phenomenon, 
a process and not a condition. The motif of return, implicit already in the 
first words of the text, involves not only a simple reflection of experience 
but also a displacement that evolves into a distortion. An additional sense 
of return implicates itself in the process as the son, in an effort to rekindle 
life in his father, encourages the old man to write poetry again. The son 
wishes to restore the father to his former vigor out of the grip of thanatic 
drives, (yearning for death plagues so many of Yehoshua's characters). 5 

While SuQ and /asuQ in the first sentence carry an intransitive sense, the 

3. A correlation between emotional sterility and the poet's silence is made explicit in 
directly preceding paragraphs: 

J'llt.l J1n'll:l ClO,'!l (,'llY Cl,!<) 1;'TW't.l 

.?11?1:i ,:lll<-1,,::i:J 'n11< ,,:JT;t .Cl1:J'0 

;imx:i tl't.lll!l .m,pll-'np'nw? 1<,p 

(114 .ll) ,,pll 'n11< '1J':J1 ,Tn '1j'O'!l 

Somebody (a young person) published some sort of resume in the paper. He mentioned 
me, en passant disparagingly, calling my silence sterility. Twice in the same paragraph 
he called me that-sterile. p. 20. 

4. The centrality of the shadow motif has been formulated succinctly and perceptively 
by Shaked (1970, pp. 140-41 ). 

5. For an illuminating discussion of this aspect of Yehoshua's work and its relation to 
grotesque and lyrical qualities of his prose, see Shaked (1970, pp. 89-124 and 224-36). 
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retarded boy makes an effort to invest the notion of return with a transitive 
quality. The narrator explicitly acknowledges such a shift of meaning 
when, commenting on the situation, he uses the same root in the hip 'ii 
form, fohasi!!_: -

•J:J'Wil? wp•:::1 nw?nn im1, mlwpll:J mn 
(121 .ll) .D','W n:::1•n:::i? 

(In this way, with the obstinacy of his feeble mind he tried to tempt me 
back to writing poems. p. 36) 

The son does not succeed in his endeavor, however. He ends, rather, by 
taking over the role of the poet himself. While he is not properly literate, 
he manages ultimately to create a new poem-

mlllop m,,w ,1o:::iion ,?p1Ur.J·,on ,9,ion 
(139 .ll) v:::1iwr.J 11i''J mil'r.lnl:l m,Tn ,111Y x?? 

(crazy, without meter, twisted, lines needlessly cut off, baffling repetitions, 
arbitrary punctuation p. 52)-

perhaps by compiling fragments of the old man's unfinished poems. He 
signs his father's name to this piece and publishes it in the newspaper. 
The story concludes as the father discovers the poem with a shock of 
recognition: it is eerily both his own and not his own, a pathetic and 
grotesque deformation of poetry, labelled with his name as if to magnify 
his own inadequacies and make them visible for all to see, dramatizing 
the very incompleteness of his life's work. The son tries his hand at poetry 
as a fulfillment of the father but, ironically, the awkward, incoherent and 
ungainly poem, like the son himself, mirrors the old man's failures and 
mocks him with them. Two kinds of return converge here and undergo a 
peculiar reversal; return in the sense of SuQ (repetition or refrain) has 
perplexingly evolved into something autonomous and new, and return in 
the sense of fahasi/J (the boy's effort to steer the father back to a former 
vitality) culminates as well in a contradictory effect-unintentionally, but 
malignantly, the boy humiliates and exposes his father. 

Consequently it is really a further implication of fahasilz that finds its 
fulfillment with this denouement. Just as Yehoshua plays on the meaning 
of listoq, so he calls on fohasilz in certain contexts to mean 'answer' or 

6. L;,hasilz. signifies 'answer', e.g. page 113: .;,'::rl:?iu:i •'; :l'IU;'l xi;, .... (' ... he said 
no.' p. 19). L;,haiiiz. in the sense of more general response appears on page 118: 

in;iu';i i?inl:i 17 :iiiu;,'; tup:in 'lX ex 

.'l':l ;,';,31 i:li;'l ]'X ,'lX l:JX 
When I wish to reciprocate and wait upon him in turn, nothing comes of it. p. 26 
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'respond' as well as 'return.'6 The son's inability to carry on a conversation 
is symptomatic of his basic failure to enter into normal social interactions. 
As he develops an interest in poetry, however, he begins both to question 
and to answer. Up to this point he has expressed himself chiefly through 
subservience: to his father and sisters as the family servant, to his class
mates as perpetual monitor of the class and companion of the janitor, to 
the guests at his birthday party as shoeshine boy. Only when he learns in 
school that his father is a well-known poet does he begin to pay attention 
to class discussion, only then does the narrative record direct discourse 
dialogue for the boy, only then does real exchange take place between 
father and son. 7 With increasingly irrepressible excitement and anxiety 
the boy asks his father about poetry, about a possible resumption of the 
discarded literary career, about how to write and spell. Concomitantly, the 
boy's strength and rebelliousness grow, while the father's health fails him 
and his alertness falters. When the old poet remarks that he can no longer 
write and that perhaps the son should do it instead, the boy takes the 
suggestion in all seriousness. His final answer to his father's obstinate 
refusal to live is to do it for him. Imitating the old man's work, he creates 
a disturbing echr of a text, but more than simply a substitution, this act 
is also an independent response, a disquieting one that finalizes a transition 
of roles and a transfer of energy from the older to the younger generation. 

Along with a number of other key words that appear again and again, 
sul!_ imposes a monotony, a repetitiousness of vocabulary onto the text and 
so grants the narrative a striking kind of narrowness. 8 Consonant with the 
limitations of the characters, this limiting of the range of the prose serves 
as a direct index of the narrating figure's obsessive qualities and of the 
monotony in his life. At the same time, in a way that seems beyond the 
narrator's direct control, this apparent narrowness involves shifts of mean
ing that create a paradoxical resonance. Invariance here curiously engen
ders a wide range of possible significations. Just as multifaceted silence 
ironically but aptly serves as the chief vehicle of expression for the char
acters, so the emptiness of the protagonists' lives is a rich one, one con
stantly generating new manifestations. An abundance of meaning subverts 
the narrator's attempt to stop producing meaning, and as he rejects change, 
afraid both to live and to die, life still continues, ever changing ever 
growing; meaninglessness itself perpetually gains new dimensions of mean
ing. 

7. The first direct discourse involving the son occurs on page 12 l. when the boy suddenly 
asks, ?l'llUlll nnx mi ('What do you do?' p. 29). 

8. Some of the words that recur most frequently are 'f:Jtiqa, 'or, .sel, k:l!!_ar 
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The dialectical tensions of repetition and progression that motivate the 
entire story also coexist uneasily in the formulation of the beginning as 
a temporal point of departure. Even as an association between continuity 
and constance conveys itself through fol!_, an association between con
tinuity and motion or change conveys itself through the word 'emes 'last 
night'. This word informs us that the narration commences with a present 
moment and recounts an immediate past; the statement establishes that 
what has come before is repeated action, but also that we now stand on 
a threshold in time, on the brink of a tomorrow which necessarily implies 
new possibility. This signal of ambivalence, of a precarious and ill-defined 
boundary between the known and the unknown, rouses our curiosity 
because of its implicit incompleteness. The mention of 'emes leads us 
naturally to ask, what will happen next? Will the pattern continue or 
desist? Is it significant that we stand at a crossroad? 

The second clause of the sentence, furthermore, leaves no doubt in the 
reader's mind that we are indeed concerned here with thresholds, entrances 
and exits: 

x7 oJ:mu:n ,:mu? .,n, x :mu tur.ix 
.1I10'J::J 11.K I110il7 77::J n"1U 

(He was late again last night, and when he did come in he made no effort 
to enter quietly.) 

In tandem with the repetition of iu!!_, we find here a repetition of the root 
kns in two separate forms (verbal noun and past tense, third person singular 
of the nip'al). This parallel doubling draws attention to two main aspects 
of the narrative: the way things have been, in the past, and the way things 
may be, entering into the future. Only retrospectively, of course, can we 
recognize that this initial moment is a moment of initiation for the son. 
We learn eventually that here the father can no longer keep track of his 
whereabouts, that he has been writing poems and found his own group of 
literary companions; in view of these facts the word 'i~er signals a dis
engagement from parental control, a rebellion against family discipline. 
Moreover, as the next sentences corroborate, this entrance is also an act 
of instrusion that inconveniences the narrating figure: X'i1 'I'1Jlll i7ix:i 

.I'1.,I'11'l:J ('As though my own sleep did not matter.') The noise is clearly 
significant here, since the son does not hush his movements, even as the 
father flounders more and more in the quagmire of his own silence. The 
opening thus carefully marks the displacement of the old man by the 
young one. 
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The next paragraphs tell us that this exchange of strength is not yet 
complete. The father has been planning an extended vacation, but he 
resists making a definitive departure. 

,i1'JX i1l'7!Jr.i :mu a,,n,nr.i ix ,nr.i 
(10s JI) .i1'7.ll ;i?yx qio-qiotu ,x,117 :inpi 

(Another boat sails tomorrow or the day after and I expect I shall board 
it at last. p. I 0) 

The additional appearance of the word sulz reinforces the equivocal pulls 
of repetition and sequence that govern the opening section as a whole. The 
father's search for new horizons, new beginnings, is itself a habit, a desire 
frequently not acted upon. The expression of doubt (qarolz fovaday) and 
the hesitation about when the voyage will actually take place (ma~ar 'o 
mo~oratayim) encapsulate the central tension here between the possi
bility of progression and an inertia that prevents it. 

As readers, our own entrance into the discourse is also marked by am
bivalence. A sense of inevitability and self-evidence asserts itself in the 
first sentence through the emphatic use of sulz and through the short, 
simple, declarative format of the statement, but this very self-evidence 
makes contrary claims on our attention. Since this opening includes no 
direct reference to human agents-neither names, pronouns, nor deictics 
that would anchor this event in a particular time and place-the sentence 
appears self-explanatory. But since the reader does not yet in fact possess 
any knowledge of the background taken here for granted, the statement 
seems enigmatic. The obvious and the mysterious converge in this manner, 
and the implied narrator asks us both to accept the narrating figure's 
perspective and to maintain our own. We know and we do not know at one 
and the same time, and the result is irony. We neither enter into the picture 
in total sympathy with the narrator, nor are we distanced from him, and 
our equivocal position leaves us free to appreciate the pull of both the old 
and the new, the father's lethargy and the son's energy. While we do 
experience the events through the narrator's personal vision, we preserve 
enough distance to disagree with him and our partial intimacy even permits 
us to feel a special repulsion for him, since it affords us simultaneously 
a privileged knowledge of his foibles and a critical remove from them. 

At this point perhaps it is wise to pause and ask if we have read too 
much into a very few words. Several striking features of Yehoshua's writing 
respond to this question and justify the thorough explication of this par
ticular opening. 

First of all, the abstract quality of the prose and the sparsity of partic
ularizing detail here suggest that these words have special symbolic import; 
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that is, they must carry more value than simply the literal information 
they denote. This opening does not evoke a recognizable setting nor invoke 
a familiar social world as an external frame of reference, hence we are 
not concerned here specifically with the characters and events as person
alities or phenomena in themselves. The narrative manipulates our igno
rance of the characters' identities in such a manner as to suggest that 
tensions between repetition and progression are of a primary importance 
that overrides the individuality of the protagonists. The anonymity of the 
figures indeed persists throughout the text, and, caricatures to a certain 
extent, the father and son resemble more a configuration of psychic forces 
than plausible individuals in their own right.9 This characterization, which 
reveals Yehoshua's affinities and debt to Kafka and Agnon, lends the text 
some of its nonnaturalistic quality and demands a suprapersonal or meta
psychological reading of the protagonists' lives. Unlike the earlier stories 
of Mot hazzaqen (Death of the Old Man), "Continuing Silence" in its 
polyvalence resists allegorical interpretation. Consequently, the opening 
does not suggest a one-to-one correspondence between textual elements 
and elements of a systematic, external framework of ideas. Instead, it 
encourages close scrutiny of a network of relations internal to the work 
itself; preparing us to identify some of those basic problematics, the first 
sentence tells us a good deal about the relationship of the narrator to a 
second character, to his own narration, to his reader and to the author of 
the text. 

Secondly, we should consider the opening strategy with special care
if not through foresight, then hindsight-for this story turns out to focus 
on starting and starting over. The fact that Yehoshua's first line concen
trates on repetition creates a notable discrepancy between recit (the nar
rative itself) and the discours (the events recounted). 10 Though recit never 
totally corresponds to discours in fiction, and though openings are most 
often not in fact consonant with genuine moments of origin in the fictional 
world, nonetheless there is a notably pointed disjunction here between the 
narrative time (which is sequential, i.e. a starting point) and the narrated 
time (which is cyclical or reiterative). The incongruity directs our attention 
forcefully to the denial of chronology, the rejection of temporal flow, which 

9. Sokel (1959) discusses expressionist characterization in depth. See especially pages 
37~38. 

I 0. These are Genette's terms ( 1972). Recit and discours are largely an elabortion of 
the concepts fabu/a and sjuzet developed by the Russian Formalists. Genette's terms are 
preferred here, since, unlike sjuzet, discours suggests not only temporal rearrangement but 
also variation in point of view, digression and analogies. Rimmon ( 1976) schematizes in a 
very concise and comprehensible way how Structuralism has drawn on these ideas and she 
is especially helpful in clarifying the confusing nomenclature applied by various critics to 
essentially identical phenomena. 
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characterizes the father and which becomes a key to any understanding 
of the text. By the same token, this sequential narrative time is congruent 
with the function of the opening as a point of departure; that is, the textual 
beginning corresponds to the son's moment of debut in the discours. The 
ambivalent relationship of recit to discours here reinforces the central 
tensions articulated in the initial words through SuQ and kns. 

The dialectic of repetition and progression further structures the overall 
organization of the recit and so, while confirming our analysis of the 
opening signals, justifies granting them seminal importance in the story. 
The presentation of events strengthens our observations of the tensions 
that generate the discours, for the division of "Continuing Silence" into 
four separate sections highlights an emphasis on regularity of action vs. 
disruption of pattern, repetition and return vs. entrance and departure. 

The first section is very brief, as is the last one, and the two in the 
middle are of considerably greater length (see Appendices A and B). The 
initial and concluding sections focus on the present, when the father has 
retired, sold his house and placed his son, now a young man, with a foster 
family. The intervening sections recount the past: Part II concerns the 
period of the son's life up until the time he discovers poetry; Part III 
concentrates particularly on episodes related to his burgeoning passion for 
writing. Presented as a moment of reflection within the flux of time, the 
beginning and ending sections represent an escape from the course of 
history. An atemporal moment which affords the father a chance to re
consider his relationship to his son, this frame encloses the action in the 
middle, and consequently we identify the father primarily as a passive 
observer and the son as the principal agent of the action. In opposition to 
one's ebbing vitality we sense the emergence of energy in the other. 

A whole series of parallels between the first and last sections reinforce 
this impression of a static frame and a dynamic story, and they contribute 
to the contrast between father and son. Comparable descriptions of the 
environment, for example, forge links between these sections. In both 
segments, images of intemperate weather convey a sense of entrapment 
and underscore the father's plight, mired as he is in inaction and indecision: 

,np'l x?? ,C'l:l1Ulil-m1.Y ?Ill ::l'::l.K ?n 

{105 . .Y) .;i:i C'ni1!l C'l:ll.K ,.KY1l:l x?? 

'lll'in Cll!l n!l'7i .mpn x'f? C'ip C'l:llll 

{140 . .Y) .J11U.Ki i1.K1 

(Emphasis added) 

(Tel Aviv in winter-town without dramage, no outlets, spawning 
lakes. p. 9) 
(A cold, hopeless sky. A silent drizzle and first light. p. 51) 
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In addition, there is parallel mention of the expected journey, parallel 
hesitation accompanying the father's desire to break away, parallel and 
pointed contrast of the son's restlessness with the old man's need for sleep. 11 

Despite the opposition of father to son, though, neither of these figures 
presents a clear-cut case. Qualities of each overrun the account of the 
other, each is a study in contradiction, and the organization of the narrative 
incorporates ambivalences that reflect this fact. The father, living in a 
paradoxical state of death in life, recollects the past and so stands both 
within the course of the narrated events and outside it. This means that 
while pointing in opposite directions to the son's initiation and the father's 
inertia, the beginning of the recit actually coincides with the end of the 
discours. The two temporal orientations cancel one another out, for they 
join at an especially acute moment of impasse that invalidates the concept 
of progression itself. Even so, as a result of the narrating figure's simul
taneous distance and involvement, this moment of complete non-movement 
allows unique potential for change. As Bergson pointed out, private time 
is closely allied to questions of free will and determinism; here is the 
father's opportunity to break the pattern of his thoughts, precisely because 
he stands outside of them, suspended on a nebulous limit between past 
and future. 

The active story in the middle sections presents complementary con
tradictions, since this dynamic narrative essentially recounts a standstill, 
the misfortunes of a character who cannot grow. For this reason the son, 
too, appears as an embodiment of incongruities. The imagery that pervades 
the story portrays the boy as something neither entirely present nor absent, 
disturbingly heavy and vacant at the same time, undeniably there-im-

11. Consider, for example, the following parallel remarks from the opening and closing 
section. (Much of the parallelism is lost in English translation). 

. . . np,,n n,11::1 111l1Y 11n11n n:i1,ll nllw 
(10s .ll) ?n1''':i :i:imor.i xin p 1n 

.m.,,.,:i :i:imonr.i po1!l u 1x ,llm ,,n 
.x:i x., 1"1ll1 mYn ,nx 1ll 1., 1mnr.in wr.ix 

1'1llY .:iw n'IV''IV n,ir.iwx n.,1nn:i p, 
(139 .ll) .1n1X 1,'ll'OT 

His steps echoed through the empty apartment for a long time. p. 9. 
Where does he go at night? p. 9. 

For the boy is forever roaming about these nights. p. 51. 
Yesterday I waited up for him till after midnight and still he had not come. He 
returned but shortly before the break of dawn. His steps woke me. p. 51. 
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possible to evade~and yet elusive. 12 The text specifically informs us that 
this is the son of the poet's old age, the product of an ambivalent moment 
at the boundary between youth and age. As such he is emblematic si
multaneously of vitality and of weakness, characterized most aptly through 
oxymoron: 

l''r.J:l tii::>n'r.J:l K'7tu ,.,,J .i? Kii1 C'lipt l:l 

,'lKi UJK ,il'llU 1l"i1 -,::i::J i::JIU ,-,,-,!< !:;I~ 

(106 .l/) .i1lp'Ti1 t)O '7ll C'::J-,,, 

(Emphasis added) 

(He was born late in my life. Born accidentally, by mistake, by some 
accursed miracle, for we were both, his mother and I, on the threshold of 
old age by then. p. I I) 

In the father's and son's shared incongruities we recognize once again 
that one is the continuation of the other. The story is about neither one 
figure nor the other but about both, about a reversal of roles and a re
semblance that undergoes a transformation. This emphasis on evolution 
defies the nature of limits: the falsely perpetual present to which the father 
clings cannot neatly demarcate the past from a future of constantly chang
ing scope, and as the characters grow, slowly but perceptibly, the bound
aries of their very identities shift. The old poet, horrified by changes, sees 
his son take over his strength, his interest in poetry, finally even his name. 
Transition here signifies transgression of borders. 

The title, encapsulating the same issues, provides an additional opening 
signal that corroborates this reading. The fact that the title begins with 
the word "fotiqa suggests that the text will focus primarily neither on the 

12. The following passages illustrate a simultaneous emphasis on presence and absence, 
a heavy corporeality and a weakness or vacancy that, in conjunction with shadow motif, 
portrays the boy almost as a specter rather than a human being: 

.l1'::li1 'Wl.Kl:l 111'.K ,,n.K ,,,:l .K'? .m:l'?rr·1::i.:J 
-c1111::i .c?in .K'? lY'll-r:.ir91<1 ir.illl/ 011 .,,,w 

(108 ,l/) .'ll:l'?in .K'? Jll1.K1 t:J'l!l 

(122 .l/) .::l1lll/1 i::l:l '?ll ,,"'!Mr! nl'!l::l ::11111' .Klrl 

unprepossessing, a heavy growth. . . p. 12 

Heavy, awkward, not attached to anyone in the household, withdrawn into himself 
but never lost in dreams-anything but a dreamy child. pp. 12-13. 

He sits forlorn in a corner, a sad, somber figure. p. 30. 
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father nor the son, but, rather, on the quality they have in common: the 
silence which signifies their relation itself. Similarly, the final indefinite 
noun m~orer includes them both, since each in effect proves himself a 
poet. Further linking the two figures, a sense of process insinuates itself 
into the title through the use of two words as a progressive: holeket 
v;,nimseket. Lengthening what in English translates as a single word, 
"continuing," the Hebrew version draws out the expression. The language 
dramatizes the concept of continuation itself, much as reiteration dram
atizes the meaning of su!!_ in the first sentence. The use of two words, 
moreover, also projects a similarity onto a sequence. Recapitulating the 
major developments of the text, the repetition of feminine verb endings 
assures that, even in the title, return forms an intrinsic, inseparable aspect 
of progression. Finally, considered against the backdrop of the entire story, 
the title points as well to the ironic reversal so much a part of the char
acters' experience. The silence in this story continues both as itself and 
as its opposite, language. An incapacity for writing turns into a text here
an incomplete poem, an externalization of all the blocking the old poet 
has suffered-and so we encounter a paradoxical voicing of silence. 

This information garnered from the opening signals highlights for the 
reader a very pervasive concern with limits. "Continuing Silence" returns 
again and again to two phenomena: a balancing on a limit that leads to 
numerous kinds of ambivalence and a growth that subsumes those am
bivalent pulls as it passes through a mysterious line at which opposites 
converge. Like so much of Yehoshua's fiction, this work, too, explores 
contradictions that exist just below the surface of the characters' lives and 
that, as they build up in intensity, burst into external reality with insistent 
and uncheckable force. This, perhaps, is where the genius of the story lies, 
in its ability to convey with full impact an awareness of growth, of emer
gence that follows its own undeniable impulse. The text, as it captures the 
surfacing of repressed feelings, also captures a converse loss of conscious 
control on the protagonists' part. Developing out of the traditions of sur
realism and expressionism (which first gain prominence in Israeli writing 
during the '60s and '70s), Yehoshua's writing sustains the interest of those 
earlier artistic trends in dream and the irrational. "Continuing Silence" 
invests this material, though, with a new dramatic dimension and, above 
all, a sense of movement. 

To accomplish this effect, Yehoshua does not rely on standard stylistic 
methods of modernist tradition such as abrupt juxtaposition or the dis
ruptions of temporal and causal narrative links typical of automatic writ
ing. Neither does he sever denotative ties to an intelligible, external frame 
of reference via extravagant metaphor or a violent wrenching apart and 
recombining of words and phrases. The son's poem exemplifies precisely 
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the kind of work that results from undermining links of contiguity: frag
mented, disjointed, lacking transitional elements. By contrast, the com
position of the story itself is relatively simple, conforming by and large 
to the conventions of social realism. The narrative is coherent on the level 
of both individual sentences and longer segments of discourse, and, save 
for the frame structure, this story progresses chronologically. 

This world nonetheless evolves into a disquieting kind of reality, on the 
very limit of the plausible. Its oddity results in part from the uncomfortable 
disjunction that permeates the relationship of father and son, the gap of 
communication between these two that prevents interaction. These figures 
merely mirror one another in a distorted and ironic way, and when they 
do exchange words the experience is painful and frustrating. Furthermore, 
the son's energy itself generates bizarre incongruities. The growth of a 
figure who has been defined as incapable of growth invests the narrative 
with a persistent sense of anomaly. The son's actions, well meant but 
misdirected, wreak havoc throughout the story; the poem is but final proof 
of the discrepancy between his vigor and his understanding which inev
itably leads to the grotesque. In his overzealous pruning of the garden, for 
instance, he destroys flowers and vines as well as weeds. His eagerness to 
be helpful likewise makes him the laughingstock of his classmates, when 
he should be the guest of honor at his own birthday party. The father's 
dream about him in the opening segment of the story captures in concen
trated fashion the frightening contradictions of his nature, gentle dispo
sition and cruel results: 

i1i':J:J ,!Jl/ , '!J17n:i ll'!l1i1 X1i1 ?i1'i1 i1!J 

1j?'n:i ,O'i1-cpnn pnii1 x7 i1nnn:i , 'J!l7 

.ai1!li!l nx w:i:i xii1i ,O'i1:l m!lil/ O'J1!Jt:J 1'i1 

,.,x i'Wi1 ,'J!l7 ,nll .i:ii'n 'mx O'i1,i1 

(104 .l/J .mwi7p l"m m:in 

(What was it? He appeared in my dream, stood there in full view before 
me, not far from the seashore, I think, dark birds were in his lap, and he 
quelled their fluttering. His smile amazed me. He stood and faced me, 
looked hard at me and gave a feeble smile. pp. 9-10) 

Most essentially, the son's growth is perceived as peculiarity and in
congruity because it is unexpected. In literature the relationship of textual 
events to the possible is determined more by convention and reader ex
pectations than by resemblance to events in the extra-literary world. Here 
the narrating figure prepares us to see the son as something less than 
human, as one who can never change, and through the impassibility of 
the narrator and the virtual lack of action in the text the readers, too, 
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come to feel that things here will not progress. 13 Therefore we are sus
ceptible to the same shock the father experiences as he finds himself 
suddenly in the grip of that which he has always neglected. In this respect, 
"Continuing Silence" could be compared most efficaciously to short fiction 
by Julio Cortazar such as "Cartas de Mama" or "Casa tomada," stories 
which similarly developed out of and extended the principles of surreal
ism.14 In Yehoshua's text, almost imperceptible changes build up gradually 
till they amount to a total abdication of control on the father's part. 15 

This story effectively captures the growth of the irrational precisely 
because it is a limit genre, a text on the boundary between the realistic 
and the surrealistic which allows phenomena on the limits of our awareness 
to creep up on us. "Continuing Silence" maintains a compelling authen
ticity because of this ambivalence; events here cannot be lightly dismissed 
as a mere construct of the imagination, a purely artistic entity, for the 
characters are believable enough to engage our attention and our empathy. 
As exaggeration increases, the bizarre has already insinuated itself into 
the plausible as a reality in its own right, and in this way the text illustrates 
for us how madness encroaches on the father. The old man has frequently 
called his son a limit case, perhaps not entirely as feeble-minded as many 
people think: 

13. The father remarks at the outset, 

'J::l:l ,nmwr.i-x':7::i inix nxn 'lX .,:l::>J:J 

(106 . .ll) .mnw' x':7w 

I have long regarded him as unchanging, as one who will never change. p. I 0. 

The narrator acknowledges his own limited vision of the child at times. When the son at the 
age of six buries photographs of his dead mother, the father notes: 

(108 . .ll) ·ltlJ' lllUX U1l!:l':7 1l'X.,1 C'l'.ll 1lilp!:I ill1WX.,il C.ll!:l:l 

For the first time our eyes opened and we saw before us a little human being. p. 13. 

14. These stories appeared in Bestiario (1951) and Las armas secret as (1964). respec
tively. Arriguci (1975) provides an insightful analysis of Cortiizar's postmodernist fiction in 
its relation to surrealism and the remarkable development of the fantastic in recent Spanish 
American literature. 

15. The prose reinforces the feeling of gradual build-up in a number of ways: through 
progressives, as in the title, through the recurrence of hit pa 'el verbs that denote process, and 
through verbal metaphor that endows the inanimate world with animate qualities, e.g . 

• np1l x':7':7 .om111ln-mw ':7w :l':lX ':7n 
(105 . .ll) .il:l O'il.,1!J O'J:llX ,XY1J:l x':7':7 

(Emphasis added) 
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c106 . .l/) . .l/J xiil ?i::ilil ?.lli .xiil ?i::iril"lplJ 

?•nnlJ xiil '"lil .i?"lll ?.ll o•?nil? •?.lJ 
(129 . .l/) .?i:Jlil ?.ll "l!J"l!J? 

( ... I insist he is a borderline case. He hovers on the border. p. 10) 
(I must decide his fate. He is beginning to waver on the border. p. 38) 

129 

The reader, seeing ever more parallels between the two figures, realizes 
that the father in converse but comparable manner also approaches the 
limits of rational behavior. For many years he has perched precariously 
on a threshold between death and life, sleep and waking, dreaming and 
consciousness. 

"Continuing Silence" marks an additional stylistic limit in that it stands 
between the author's earlier, more universalistic, allegorical work and his 
later attention to particularizing, realistic detail. As a result, this story 
presents disturbingly ambivalent suggestions about the social implications 
of the fictional events. Not an autonomous artistic world that disavows 
naturalizing tendencies, nor one that restricts itself entirely to personal, 
introspective vision, this text nonetheless begs the question of pertinence 
to contemporary social concerns. Does Yehoshua address specifically Is
raeli issues in this fiction, or does he direct himself more generally to inner 
worlds, to psychological matters of more or less universal appeal? It is 
hard to say, for private experience here does find correlatives in the de
scription of the external environment, but these details of the public realm 
function largely as a projection of the narrator's state of mind. In typically 
expressionist manner, the author externalizes and makes visible the in
nermost experiences of his protagonists, crystallizing feeling into concrete 
imagery. Private psychological limits, for instance, correspond to physical 
limits in the outside world; the young man's foster family lives in Jerusalem 
very close to the border (I 37 .l1) ?i::il? ,xo llOO:l, practically in the 
wilderness. Tel Aviv similarly remains separated only by a thin stratum 
from the raw forces of nature, just as the protagonists balance on the edge 
between reason and unreason: 

nlJ?•x .n.KTil "l'.ll? ?in n•n1zm s;i• 'J.K 

c•n::i ?ll! ilP'Piil il:J:Jll!? nnnlJ ,illJioxi 

ens ..l/) .?in ?ll! mno ;::i;lJ-m::i-,;lJi 

(I know. This town is built on sand, dumb and impervious. Under the flimsy 
layer of houses and pavement-a smothered desert of sand. p. 41) 

Tel Aviv, indeed, is in danger of submitting at any moment to the primitive 
regressive impulse that so troubles the father. The root :SU!z. here again 
signals a resistance to progress and a desire to seek refuge in oblivion: 
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c•J:JlUl ilmx c•pwiJ p, nxt i1'7!JIU .rpin 
(133 .l1) .ilY•::i? m•il?i ::iiw? nwp::iJ:J X'il ,::i::ii 

(Winter. With the first touch of rain these lowlands strive to revert to 
swamp. p. 43) 

Because the narration itself hovers on the border between introspective 
vision and external description, we are left with referential doubt, with 
gnawing uncertainty over whether or not individual lives here reveal social 
values in an identifiable context. 

Nurith Geertz (1980) has observed that in the fiction of many of 
Yehoshua's contemporaries, similarly private or even oneiric, hallucinatory 
vision does in fact correspond to events in the public realm and reflect a 
collective world view. In much of this work a poetics of prevarication, 
metaphoric distortion and episodic fragmentation reveals a new and wide
spread fear of imminent national disaster. Geertz argues that it is always 
difficult to differentiate entirely between the personal and the policital in 
this narrative, because of Israel's unique social history: 

To be or not to be is not a personal dilemma, but a national one. Israeli 
writers treat national problems not because they have decided that the 
writer must be involved, but because their most fundamental existential 
problems are shared by all Israelis. The personal biography of an Israeli 
writer is also a social-historical biography. (p. 77) 

Can the same be said of Yehoshua's anonymous poet and his retarded son? 
To answer this question it may be profitable to look at "Continuing 

Silence" against the background of recent trends in Israeli literature which 
Robert Alter ( 1977) has diagnosed as a problem of horizons. Many nar
rative works from the '60s and '70s grapple with the constrictions and 
uncertainties of the Israeli political situation, the claustrophobia endemic 
to a state of siege, and Alter suggests that many authors retreat from the 
collective emphases of the previous literary generation, the Palma~ writ
ers, in an attempt to transcend the limits of historical circumstance. Fiction 
writers have by and large turned to a series of individualistic styles, drawing 
on various modernist traditions, and many have turned as well to a cos
mopolitan focus and a concern with y:Jrida that often translates itself in 
their fiction as a frantic shuttling between varying international scenes. 
(Consider, for example, Yehuda Amichai's Lo' me'a!s_sav, lo mikan - Not 
of this Time, Not of that Place, Yoram Kaniuk's Sus 'e.J - Rockinghorse, 
even Yehoshua's Hamm:J'ahe!z_ - The Lover, with its yored protagonist, 
Gabriel.) The sense of claustrophobia that marks these works manifests 
itself in "Continuing Silence" as an urgent need for new directions or for 
a transition from old outlooks to new ones-a question, that is, less of 
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horizons than of emotional and generational limits. Having reached his 
full capacity for accomplishment within his old framework of viewing 
things, the father here must create a new set of goals, a new context in 
which to generate meaning, or yield to the next generation the right to 
do so. 

Along these lines, Gershon Shaked (1970) has read much of Yehoshua's 
writing as a portrait of an Israel tired of war, eager to surrender to dis
sipation in sleep and death. Certainly on one level "Continuing Silence" 
presents an example of a weary, older generation that doubts the future 
and a second generation that, unable to live up to the glory of its heroic 
parents, seems misbegotten even in its most fervent efforts. The reading 
of this text as social parable, grotesque and exaggerated as it may be, is 
compatible with a psychological reading that likewise revolves around 
limits. In both the communal and the personal perspective, the grotesque 
derives not only from the son's limitations but from the father's inability 
to recognize him as an individual and adapt to the changing contours of 
each one's identity, expectations and needs. 16 

This reading, furthermore, is compatible with a metanarrative one. 
"Continuing Silence", after all, is a text about literature, about poetry and 
the failure of poetry, and tensions that clearly govern inner and outer 
worlds in the story both exist through and put into relief the narrative 
elements that constitute the text itself. It is important here that the pro
tagonist is a poet, for this is a man whose very vocation demands that 
everything signify. Poetic closure supposes that all elements of a poem 
belong together in a meaningful and self-contained way; even disparate 
elements of a lyric poem, particularly as they are reinforced by symmetries 
of metrical pattern, rhyme and typography, may reveal links of likeness 
and unlikeness. 17 The failure of poetry here thus means the collapse of an 
outlook or an inability of the imagination to impose coherence on the 
world. But though this man may no longer be able to fashion meaning and 
beauty in the world as he would like, he still has a story to tell. Things 

16. Morahg ( 1979) traces the problematics of denied confirmation throughout Yehoshua's 
fiction. The matter deserves further attention, especially in terms of its relation to narrative 
voice and textual organization. 

17. For very thoughtful remarks on the distinctive qualities of poetic discourse, see Culler 
( 1975, pp. 161-88). Barze! (1972) has some interesting comments on the role of the narrator 
as poet in "Continuing Silence." He notes that this character's tendency to see things in a 
metaphoric way justifies patterns and symmetries in the text which might otherwise seem 
unacceptably contrived. The motifs of shadow and light, rain and sunshine, desert and veg
etation, all involve a series of oppositions that are a function of the poet's search for meaning 
via an imposition of his own imagination onto the world. Nonetheless, Barze! does not answer 
the fundamental question, why a poet? 
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may not make sense, but they do continue whether it suits him or no. By 
the same token, in the text we witness an undermining of the lyric by 
narrative action, a sustained development of events that insinuates itself 
into an attempt at atemporal, introspective vision. 

The opening signals of "Continuing Silence", which prepare the reader 
for simultaneous emphasis on paralysis of will and the possibility of change, 
arrested motion and forward development, resemble those of other 
Yehoshua stories. Many of the stories in the collection Mui hayy:)'arot 
(Facing the Forests) begin and end with a focus on impasse or vicious 
circle. The title piece, for example, begins: 

7•l"1::J .,:ix 7!l"1ll:l l1"1n.Ki1 l:'J"11ni1 Cl 

,m,1::i.Yi1 ,;in, ml•n::i;i nx .-,::i, i11l1ll x7 

• 1::in:::il x7 , l::i1r.i:::i 

(Another winter lost in fog. As usual he did nothing, postponed exami
nations, left papers unwritten.) 

and Yorn foraQ_ 'aroJi, y:)'ufo, 'isto uQ_ito ("A Long Hot Day, His Despair, 
His Wife and His Daughter") begins: 

1mw::i .Yn!l7 "1i1"1i1l:J x1i1 ,::i-,w 01• ,1.Y 

.c•-,10• x7r.inr.i 1::i?1 

(Another hot day, he thinks in his sleep and is suddenly filled with anguish.) 

According to Geertz ( 1980), this kind of construction fits into a general 
pattern discernible in many recent Israeli stories. By contrast, Palma~ 
generation stories frequently open with a retrogressive view that explains 
the origin of a current problem, and the narrative then moves forward to 
a suitable resolution of conflict. The underlying assumption of such fiction 
is that problems are inherently solveable, if only enough energy is directed 
at dealing with them. Rejecting this simplicity, the stories of Yehoshua 
and his contemporaries reflect a new national mood of doubt and irreso
lution. In addition, the beginning as return which generates so many de
velopments in "Continuing Silence" reflects an obsession of the author 
within the corpus of his own work. In the later novella, Bit:)billat qayi~-

1970 (Early in the Summer of 1970), there is a new selfconsciousness 
about this concern which expresses itself in the narrator's recurrent in
sistence that we return to the beginning of his tale to appreciate its poign
ance. In his subsequent work, Hamm:)'aheQ_ (The Lover), Yehoshua pre
sents us with a different set of variables: a new flexibility on the part of 
both older and younger generations, a new and complex openness to op
posing points of view, a new relationship in the narrative between the 
symbolic and denotative reference, a new note of hope. Yehoshua seems 
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to have moved here beyond the dilemmas posed in "Continuing Silence" 
in all their rich ambivalence, and he seems to have moved as well beyond 
his own sense of impasse that marks much of his earlier fiction. 

Appendix A: 
The Opening Section 

N 

,;'N:> .inO'l:> ntt men; ;;:;, nio N; Ol:>li.v:>i ,::iilV; in'N :iilV lVr.lN 

iiiior.i::i ,np,,n ni,i::i ,,,YX iim'M n:>iitt MYlV .ninw" N'M 'nl~ 

'n1V1V'l 'lN .cm iiio::i; .ni,,,l::i riio ,;::i 1VE>1V'El ttini ,m,ittn ;:;, i;i;'T 

MT .cv;:i.n ,,::i; iioil .nElD,, ,;i;p ,Mlv'T ;lV it Mr.i'Tin .,::ip ;N ::iilt' 

Cl'lVI:',; C'r.l ;lV C',£)1:) ,ml1VvY::i U''' C'D01l C'r.l1Vl'1 mvi::i1V l'11V,,1V 

.p11P .m1Vl)Wl'1 ntt 

::iipp; 'nn;xn CPE> .nn; ':ii:>' 'l'N ? ni;,;;:i ::i:::iinor.i ttin l=>'M 

'n1N O!ln ,11VvP lP'NtiiD .11V' 'T''T' c;iic .c"TnN m:::iini iiiic; i'inN 

• .,Pll'1 c':iPl C'nl'::11 ,"Tl::1 l'Jl:>l 'T"r.l tntti ni:::iinin 'TMN 1i;i:::i 

:::i'::itt·;n .C'r.l1 ?in ,t);El'ON ;lV MX'!l it n':iE>lV n:>E>in C'!:lWlM nr.inr.i 

,;iinir.i C'm .n::i c,n.,i!l C'r.ilN .tt~nr.i ic;; .nv'l ic;; ,C'1:)1Vl:·rmill ;lV 

.:11;i., 1Dm n'vlYM ,,Pn 11:) liol ,;,N:> ,cnu ,c:mr.i ,i:ilV;:> ,;,;E>N 

,'r.ii';in::i Y'Di:i icin ? M'l'T nr.i .nm;nn C'i'J:l!Cl) .,::i:ii lt'r.in N; ,,,,, 

mDiY C'l1r.it:' ,,n ip,n::i ,c,:rriinl) ;inin N':i l"l1:)1'T1:):> ,'JD; .,,,,.:i:::i 'Tl)P 

''le .,,1V'l'1 ,'lD; 'Tl)Y .i:>i'n 'mN C'M1l'I .c-iiD.,D nN 1V::1!l Nim ,C'l'1:> 

.mlVi;v ,,,m ,ie::ir.i 

i::i::i 'nlt'::i 1'wr.in':i ,,,,, 'ltti .nim ;v;i nci ;,v ii'Tnr.i :i';iiy nnY 

'lio·riioi.:: 'N'Ti; ::iii;ii ,l'l'lN Ml';Ell) ::iiw C'ninr.i iN .,nr.i • ';i:iitt ic':i 

'lN ,,.,1 pi .nit)::i 'lN run::i .c;ll'ili, m:iio ':J1V u nvixr.i .n''' n':i11< 

miv.-y l'lr.l:> ;1V l'l37 N;N :n l'N .m'iElil l1l.,, 'TY '11::1::> ,, ,,7.)1V; 

.m'1:i 

,:'ll''IV:::l VlvlV Nii'I ; mt)!l '.'lN ,,'IU:IY iniN MN,, 'l'NlV 'D"'""l'JN 
.niiii::i i'n11:)'t'l ,iiYD ,,El ,nir.iixll i'l'P ,i:::i':i l;i11 ,,,, 
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Appendix B: 
The Closing Section 

, 
'l"!in .niwown nN l,l,,,o; C'D:>o ii1:1;:,i iN .n miy Ml!l,,N :11;):> 
.n'i,,DNM n:>wono ,:m1:1n N?? ,;,;,;, coi, .i:m 'J'N m:> niz,p 
.C'J'in::a itxnn l::llf .'lN l"ir ? 'K'U 'D .n?El:>l :mr inw·m1w::ai 

.nn,ono ni'ry::a nipii::a ,niD?i::a C'l'Ji"I pi 
.i::a:> ,, i"ll'noo nimc it'lN ,'nxonit nnM i"l,lN .vioJ., 'lN ioir 
i,,1; .ni::aloi"I nN ?!lp? ,ni,,to? c,,::a·t:'I n,,1<w nN ::ainn? pi ,.,.,l 
;,:a, J D'litoM ,, nD C"M UN C'O' C'VllW i::a:> .p?no:i?i 'lO:>n nN 
.inu?::aO· n,,NW nN MD'»P i::a:::> nt lt''N .ci,-c,., il''' 'f"JM? Nl n'.:11'1 
.cDwo:i c,.,N 'JN ?iontt • 'nip?non? :'!:>no ,lt',N':l ,::a,::ao ::a::ainoo 

.nioi;n ,; lt', .n'»:ln ntt l"llp nminNn i'nitmD::a 
-,,,:::> ?N ,a.,;m,; ini nN n;w; ,,,1 .iir ninnwn? l'N ,1:::>Ni 
il'N irln .,,n ,,,, nimmi; iioN .;i:iln ,.,; ,; nD10111 c.,.,Elon 
ir ,; 'nlnr.in WON .:nn:i; p,oDn Mliintt; .ni?,?.:i ::a::ainono pciD 
,.,,n .:iw n.,w,?w n,,1.:>wN n?,nn::a pi .N::a N? 1"1V1 ni::i:n imc 

.'?iiN ii'YM 
Cl''' ,,::aw :nnit ,n::aici :tElJii'? ,.,,.,; nnno np'iin ncDion n?i 
iiKi 'W,,n CIWl nD''n .mpn K;; a,,p C'OW .iro imc?w C'J>lV1 
.rrn ''' wni .n'oiT.l 'lD? 'lcDtn.:i i::a-;;:, i:::>iom ?i1l:t cip'n .1iwKi 
,, 1K ? ::ain:i; Cl'Vllfl ,, WI N; tlKiT ? ::ain:i; •nWP':l ~ CKM 
: c:i; ioiK 'lK ? i::ai ioi? ,,, iWDK ':::>i ? :iin:i; ,,, iwDK iTO 
-ni;10 iwil irrl :iii11no il;w nD1D1:rrr ,;'ElK .,.,n .n7.)i'o ;:in 

.:lit'K ni;ro tl'llKM ,im Ml'lM 'J:l'J .n,,lEI 
:ll:'I ,C'llJi'1 ,,0 ?r ;C,7.) n1'1'1' .Cl'7.)Wi'1 ?tc 'C,K fn:I M'W'M' 

.mnwo-,n;::a n;:m ,D?:::> tl'lDn ,noiKn '!l':> 
- 'liO:>lll ci7.)'1:l-ii1W7.) 

i'17.)0, n'::a::a .'lPY ,, :aw ,iprl 'll( ,.,,K nitn'l n1D'C .i::alno Clll1ll'T 
-.,wi::a?o .mc'P ?1 i?'IM 'lK .i:i n1>n'io mnl ?111 n?p np.,.,wi nii'n 

.i:s i'P ?r i::a:i ''1 . ,,ntc C':::>iwl n;,;n 
.i,niw~7.); nnin ;, n?cio i?w n?.,?:rnin .1it7.) ;, lW' KlM '1K 
m:inn:i o,inn ':>in l'l .nt ,.,on-il ~:a CIT1,n; ?'!::>' tc'l.i l'tc 1"111 

.nwKi iitc ?w nipi nio,,o 'l"ll"I ,,:a 
ntc ::aitr? wp::a7.) imc .'?li? ?cion CT1l:l :'IP'nw::a tli::an7.) 'lK 
c,?,,ln7.)i'1 D'l1n'r ?w nm'?l nc::a::a l'n::ao 'lK rnEJ?w tc?K ,'TfMi"I 
.ClniN lj01K ,,,7.) '1Eli::an7.) 'llC ,,:i ntmK 1'17.)'N .fiT7.)M ,.,, ,j'1!)JiM ,, 
.'mr::ixic ?r C'Di Cl'::&'nl nn:::>o l"l"itm ,,,;i ,c,n? 1''1' nui,?lM 

.rpi::aiT iiNn ere ?N .11?nM ?tc m1E1 'JN 
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.rn:i C'l'iT - ,,,Nn:ii .c'nnw:i ,c';i:'iT C'l'ln'riT imc ;ii n1icin 
cm~ imc 'nNlll .c,,,or:i mno C"i":l 'Tfllic 'JN .c;ir:i 'tN rii1i:i 
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